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ABSTRACT

This dissertation contains four primary chapters. Chapter is an

introduction. Chapter 2 examines the efficiency properties of a federation

characterized by strategically competing regions and freely mobile homogeneous

individuals. Previous analyses of this economy have concluded that achieving

a Pareto optimal allocation will require intervention by a national authority.

This chapter makes one basic point; the Nash equilibrium of regional authority

behavior is Pareto optimal. The implication is that there is no role for a

national authority in either providing interregional transfers or corl'ecting

for decentralized provision of public goods. Free mobility induces strong

incentive equivalence between regional authorities. The Nash equilibrium

involves Samuelson public good provision and regions purchasing a preferred

population distribution with interregional transfers.

Chapter 3 extends the analysis to generalized specifications for public

goods. The new specification allows for an analysis of the spillover of

public good literature and consideration of impure public goods. Previous

analyses of this economy have concluded that a Pareto optimal allocation will

require intervention by a national authority in either taking over the

function of public good provider or offering matching grants to subsidize

regional public good provision. I prove that in an environment of free

mobility the Nash eqUilibrium is Pareto optimal.

Chapter 4 is an extension to a heterogeneous population. The population

is modeled as heterogeneous in both preferences and endowments. Enough
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sImIlarity in preferences and complementarity between labour types In

production Is assumed to allow abstraction from sorting equilibria. The

conclusion Is that when regional authorities are not in conflict on normative

value judgments, the Nash equilibrium is Pareto optimal. When regional

authorities are in conflict the Nash equilibrium does not exist. Once again.

this result means that this literature provides no role for a national

authority; such intervention is either unnecessary or unhelpfUl.

Chapter 5 discusses two versions of the fiscal externality. The first

version is the widely accepted market failure view. It is maintained that the

free mobility of individuals between regions involves a market failure and

thus is a source of inefficiency in regional economics. The chapter concludes

that this view is mistaken. This first version of the fiscal externality is a

pecuniary externality and thus simply a reflection of efficiently operating

markets. Inefficient outcomes are traced to assumed inappropriate regional

authority behavior. The second more recent version of the fiscal externality

argues that in an environment of perfect capital mobility, a regional

authority taxing capital causes capital flight. which generates an external

economy for other authorities by increasing their tax base. This chapter also

concludes that this view is mistaken. Capital taxation by an authority

involves internal costs (loss of tax base) and is thus not an externality.

Inefficient outcomes are traced to authorities with fewer instruments than

targets. Chapter 6 provides a conclusion.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 LOOKING BACK

In 1954, Samuelson wrote his seminal public goods paper. An Important

aspect of this paper was the preference revelation problem. If an individual

believes that the price she pays for a good is not directly related to her

level of consumption of that good, but is directly related to the strength of

preference she reveals, this individual will have an incentive to conceal her

true preferences. If each individual takes the behavior of other,; as given

this incentive to conceal their strength of preference leads to less than

efficient levels of consumption of this good. With private goods an

individual is excluded from consuming anything for which she does not pay.

Samuelson's point was that for some goods this excludability is not possible.

For example, if a nuclear umbrella is provided for one individual in a city,

all other individuals living in that city cannot be excluded from the

consumption of this defense service. The result is underprovision of

nonexcludable goods by a private market system due to the lack of a market,

and a strong argument for public provision and involuntary taxation in the

provision of these goods. However. pUblic provision of public goods still

involves a preference revelation problem when the public authority has less

than complete information on the preferences of its citizens. Samuelson's

work spawned many literatures.

One important response to Samuelson was Tiebout (1956), Tiebout imagined

a large number of regions providing local public goods (region specific) and a

mobile population. Since the public goods were local, the population was
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forced to reveal, at least partially, their strength of preference for the

public good by choosing where to reside. This process was labeled voting with

one's feet. In the limit with a region for each individual the local public

good becomes private. Again the work of Tiebout spawned literatures.

One outgrowth of Tlebout is the competing regions literature. Zodrow and

Mieszkowski (1986) distinguish three strands within this literature. One

strand is made up of the fiscal externality and method of taxation

literatures, a second is the public good spillover literature. and the third

involves tax competition in an environment of perfecl capital mobility and

immobile population.

The fiscal externality literature examines the problems associated with

the attainment of an optimal regional distribution of a freely mobile national

population. The literature argues that the free migration of individuals

across regions involves a market failure.

"Nonoptimality may occur because in moving from one region to
another a migrant does not account for the effect of his
moving on the tax price of the public good in the region he
leaves (the tax price rises) or enters (the tax price falls).
Therefore Tiebout type of decentralized free market
equilibria may not be Pareto-efficient. If this externality
is not internalized by centralized decision making, then one
region may be overpopulated and the other underpopulated."
(Fiatters, Henderson, Mieszkowski (1974) p. 99).

These authors argue that the solution is federally-mandated interregional

transfers or equalization payments from the overpopulated to underpopulated

region. The authors of the early fiscal externality literature obviously

considered their work a direct response to Tiebout. yet it involved few

regions and public authorities with complete information on individual

preferences, and thus no preference revelation problem. This observation has

led some to conclude that the fiscal externality literature was only

mistakenly tied to Tiebout. I believe that the fiscal externality literature
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can be considered a response to Tiebout In the following way: even assuming

that free mobllity yields perfect revelation of individuals' preferences, the

cure (free mobility) and its side effects (the resultant fiscal externality)

may be worse than the disease (the preference revelation problem).

The method of taxation literature considers whether regional method of

taxation wlll have consequences for regional incentives regarding the

provision of a local public good. The approach in the method of taxation

literature (e.g., Boadway (982» is to model regional authority behavior

explicitly. Unlike the fiscal externality Ilterature, which assumed an

optimal provision of public goods, here one asks under what conditions will

this optimality condition be vioiated. Changes in pUblic good provision will

lead to interregional migration. This migration will induce changes in the

size of regional tax bases. As a consequence, the regional authorities may

have inappropriate incentives, from the national perspective. in determining

their public good provision levels. The charaC'ter of these incentives will

depend on the method of taxation.

The second strand of the competing regions literature emphasized by

Williams (1966), Brainard and Dolbear (967), and Pauly (970), is the

spillover of public goods literature. It removes the strong assumption in

Tiebout that public good provision is purely local and considers the case

where the public good provided in one region spills over into another region.

The benefit jurisdiction is not equivalent to the political jurisdiction (a

type of fiscal inequivalence). There are numerous examples of such situations

offered in this literature. One is two jurisdictions located in the same

watershed - water treatment undertaken in one will benefit the other; a

second is the education of a mobile population - education undertaken in one
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will benefit the other. The conventional conclusion in this literature is

that when the spillover is of benefit to other regions It will be under

provided and when it is harmful it will be over provided. These conclusions

follow immediately from an understanding of externalities.

This literature has offered two polley prescriptions for dealing with

this source of inefficiency: one is to remove the fiscal Inequivalenr e by

shifting the function of provider to a higher level of government, the second

is to internalize the externality by the implementation of the standard

Pigovian corrective taxation (matching grants) by a higher level of

government. In general, the literature has concluded that the optimal level

of decentralization is at the national not regional level.

The third branch of the competing regions literature assumes an immobile

popUlation and is therefore quite different from Tiebout. The perfectly

mobile factor of production in this literature is capital. The standard

assumption is that revenue for providing a public good is raised with capital

taxation. In this type of model (eg: Wildasin (1989»), the regional

authorities' taxation of capital leads to capital flight, which it is argued

imposes an external economy on other authorities by increasing their tax base.

Since it is an external economy the authorities have the incentive to under

indulge in this behavior. Capital is undertaxed, public goods are

underprovided and the source of the inefficiency is traced to a type of fiscal

externality.

At the most basic level the competing regions literature leaves one with

the impression that the free mobility of factors of production, particularly

population, induce inefficient outcomes. This is in contrast to the intuition

of Tiebout. While free mobility may be useful in revealing individual
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preferences, It also leads to Inefficiency In Its own right. The

Inefficiencies arise due to InapproprIate Incentives on the part of

indlv[duals in making their migration decision (fiscal externailty), and on

the part of regional authorities when there Is fiscal inequivalence (eg:

spillovers), or when they are faced with taxatIon of moblie factors. The

basic solution to all of these problems is Intervention by a national

authority, that [s, the optimal level of decentrailzatlon Is at the national

not regional level.

1.2 THE BASICS

The Intention in this section is to provide the basics for understanding

the more complex models embodied in the competing regions literature. Imagine

two points in space. At each point there is a quantity of immobile resource,

say wheat (land. capital). A large homogeneous population migrates costlessly

between the points, supplies labour at the point at which it resides, is

endowed with the wheat. and derives satisfaction from the consumption of

output, say bread. A large number of firms arise at each point to combine

labour and wheat in producing the numeraire good, bread. The firms pay labour

a wage equal to its marginal product, and the residual bread is paid to wheat

owners. Is there inefficiency associated with the migration of population

between points? The answer is no. In fact the allocation of bread to

individuals and of population across the points is Pareto efficient. I Since

the bread is desirable the individuals migrate to achieve the highest possible

return for the labour services they supply. Private migration guarantees

ICiven the standard assumptions associated with any simple general equilibrium
model, such as perfect information, a complete set of markets, and price
taking.
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equalized marginal products. The equality of marginal product across points

is the optimality condition for the population distribution: If this equality

were not satisfied more bread could be produced by moving an Individual from

one point to the other. If population were Immobile, the amount of bread

produced would in general be less than when population Is mobile. Thus, at

least in this simple economy, mobility induces efficiency-not Inefficiency.

Notice that a general characteristic of the economy Is that resources will be

flowing between points due to non-resident ownership of wheat.

Imagine now that the wheat Is not owned but Is rather an unpriced factor

that individuals combine with their labour in producing bread. In this

economy the free migration of individuals migrating to achieve the highest

return involves a migration equilibrium characterized by equalized average

product of labour. This is in general an inefficient allocation. Also notice

in this case there is no flow of bread between points. Is this inefficiency

induced by free mobility? We know that there was no problem associated with

free mobility when there was ownership of the wheat, thus the probl~m must

arise from the lack of endowments. It is not surprising that unpriced factors

lead to inefficiency; common property problems are a familiar part of the

public finance literature. The question of whether free mobility induces more

or less efficiency, when factors are unpriced, is an uninteresting question of

whether the immobile population distribution or the equalized average product

distribution happens to be closer to the efficient equalized marginal product

population distribution. Even though these observations seem rather trivial,

inefficiency associated with unpriced factors are sometimes conflated with a

fiscal externality and thus associated with free mobility.


























































































































































































































































